HIRING AND DEVELOPING
THE RIGHT PEOPLE JUST GOT EASIER.

ProfileXT® has a new, simpler,
all-inclusive approach that utilizes
powerful assessment data to help
organizations of all sizes effectively select,
onboard, coach, and develop their team
members and leaders. Available exclusively
from PXT Select™ Authorized Partners,
this customizable solution gives you the
freedom to unlock the value of additional
reports without worrying about extra costs.
Discover how one powerful tool can impact
every facet of the employee lifecycle.
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A simpler solution for selecting and developing the
right people.
Identify if a candidate is the right fit for a job based on
their behaviors and characteristics, as well as cognitive
abilities, with the...

ProfileXT®

With the same data, measure how well a person fits a
specific sales job in your organization with the...

Profiles
Sales Assessment™

Evaluate compatibility between managers and their
employees with the...
Map out your team’s characteristics to understand their
similarities and differences with the...

Profiles
Managerial Fit™
ProfileXT®
Team Report

Evaluate an individual’s approach to leadership and
development with the...

Leadership
Approach Report

Generate all-inclusive reports or schedule additional
assessments through your own...

Global
Assessment Center

How Does it Work?
Instead of paying for multiple selection
and development tools, utilize the rich
data from ProfileXT® to not only help
select and hire the right people for your
organization, but effectively develop
and coach them throughout their career
with all-inclusive reports. This all-in-one
approach to ProfileXT® also includes
complimentary access to your own online
Assessment Center. You, your hiring
managers, and team leaders can run

these extra reports at the click of a
button without any extra cost or time
commitment. Convert a Profiles Sales
Assessment™ to a ProfileXT® (or vice versa),
or create new Team Reports, look at
manager/employee fit, and evaluate team
members’ approach to leadership, all at
no additional charge. Now, you can make
hiring and developing the right people in
your organization a lot simpler with this
new all-inclusive solution.
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PXT Select™ Authorized Partners can help you unlock the
value of the all-inclusive approach to ProfileXT® today.

